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From #1 CBA Bestselling Author Tamera Alexander, book 3 in the historical blockbuster Fountain

Creek Chronicles series.Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The threat of war--and a final request--send Veronique

Girard from France to a distant and uninviting country. In the Colorado Territory, she searches for

the man who has held her heart since childhood--her father. Pierre Girard left Paris for the Americas

to seek his fortune in fur trading, vowing to send for his wife and daughter. But twenty-five years

have passed and his vow remains unfulfilled. Sifting through shards of broken promises, Veronique

embarks on a dangerous search for a man she scarcely remembers.His grief finally healed, Jack

Brennan is moving on with life. After years of guiding families west, he is now working as a freighter

to the mining towns surrounding Willow Springs. What he doesn&apos;t count on is an unexpected

traveling companion on his trips up into the mountains, and how one woman&apos;s search will

cause havoc with his plans... and his life.
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A young French woman comes to America looking for her father whom she hasn't seen in over 20

years. He came over here to work as a trapper. She hires a driver and buys a wagon The driver is a

great guy. They spent a long time going from one place to another looking for him. It's a great love

story with loveable characters. The story is full of adventure

I like Tamera's writing. It's not a hard level or too easy. There's some surprises in the plot. I enjoy

the characters. The scripture and God references are not forced, and blend well in the story.

In 1870 France, Veronique Girard leaves the flower on the coffin containing her beloved mother.

She had made a promise to go to the wilderness of Colorado to find her father. He had left them and

promised to come for them when he could. He never sent for them and Veronique was determined

to find him.The book tells of her adventures while following the mining towns and the many trials she

encountered!

I enjoy almost anything that Tamara Alexander writes and have read most of her work. this book

held my interest throughout because I am always mesmerized vy romantic novels!

Interesting approach to an otherwise classic Christian romance novel--using a fish-out-of water

Frenchwoman in the Old West as heroine. She is likable but not perfect, which is a plus. The hero is

too-good-to-be-true, but so likable that I didn't really care; at least he was more than a cardboard

stereotype. The author resorts to near-preaching at times, but the words come as the characters

realize the truths they contain. Mostly, she lets the story illustrate her central, and other, messages

about God. A very nice read, inspiring and entertaining at the same time; just what I had hoped for

in choosing this book.

I was surprised after reading the first two books to see who the main characters were in this book,

but it was a pleasant surprise. I found the plot a little confusing. I never really understood why the

heroine's benefactor was willing to give her so much money. It seemed strange to me. The

interaction between Jack and Veronique I found quite entertaining. I really enjoyed the character

development. My greatest disappointment was in the conclusion of the book. Without giving away

spoilers, I thought the book ended very abruptly. I finished one chapter and turned the page only to

find that the book was over. Sure there is an epilogue that summarizes a few things, but these are

the very things I wanted to read about, not have summarized. I still enjoyed the book, but wished the



author would have included a couple more chapters. If the length was a concern there were

definitely parts earlier in the book that could have been left out in order to have a more satisfying

conclusion. All in all it is a good conclusion to this trilogy with satisfactory updates on all the beloved

characters of the previous books. I would have given this a five star rating up until the final chapter.

This is the second time I've read Remembered and I didn't think it was possible but I loved more

than the first time. In fact I'm reading the whole series again. Ms Alexander has a way of making her

characters come alive. I have read every book she has written.

Realistic characters - the one thing a novel absolutely must have! Tamera Alexander does an

excellet job with this and it is so refreshing. Each primary character is unique. Their behavior and

choices are consistent with their personality.Even though there are three books in this series each

one stands alone. They don't have to be read in order, but I do like the brief appearance of

characters met in the previous books.
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